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Mark Twain wrote in The Innocents Abroad that “Travel is fatal to
prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness, and many of our people
need it sorely on these accounts” – a truth that is also central to
the Fulbright program’s ambition of luring students and scholars
out of their safe spaces in order to “see the world as others see
it.” Unfortunately, pandemics are conducive neither to travel nor to
leaving one’s comfort zone, and Covid has naturally taken its toll on
the Norwegian Fulbright program; 2020-21 saw only 10 American
Fulbrighters making their way to Norway, as compared with around
30 in a normal year. We owe therefore a special debt of gratitude
to this 2020-21 cohort of ten doughty individuals who were determined, courageous, and flexible enough to pursue their study
abroad ambitions in very adverse circumstances, and who have
helped keep the flame of international exchange alive in this difficult
75th anniversary year of the Fulbright program.

MICHELLE CHANG
PSYCHOLOGY
University of Bergen - Stanford University
Chang is adapting and validating her Death Mindsets Measure for a Norwegian audience. In light of
the unique collective grieving and grief socialization
practices that Norwegians hold, she will assess the
mindsets that a community sample of Norwegians
have about death, and whether their mindsets relate
to health and well-being outcomes. Through additional project support from the Lois Roth Endowment, Chang will also conduct
qualitative focus groups with bereaved Norwegians to explore the relevance of
death mindsets to the lived experiences of this population. All of her findings
will be integrated into a grief training for the Center for Crisis Psychology and its
partner organizations. Chang hopes to bring the insights gained from her international experiences to provide more comprehensive language and frameworks for
understanding bereavement.

JOSHUA DRISCOL
COMPUTER SCIENCE
University of Oslo - University of Washington
Driscol has a bachelor’s degree in Atmospheric Science with a concentration in Glaciology. Prior to the
Fulbright fellowship, Driscol had focused on machine
learning and scientific software development at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research and Los
Alamos National Laboratory. They were able to
combine these interests during the program, first
by contributing to a data API for accessing snow observations from RegObs and
weather data through the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. They then compared different neural network architectures and the ability to predict important
fields like avalanche type and danger severity in the daily avalanche bulletin produced by Varsom for 23 distinct forecasting regions across Norway. In the future,
Driscol plans to do similar research using machine learning to improve forecasting
efforts in era of global warming, as well as to improve policy decisions and climate
change mitigation strategies.

ISABEL FORWARD
ENGLISH TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIP
University of Bergen/Bergen Cathedral School Villanova University
Forward obtained her BA in English and Secondary
Education in 2020. With her Fulbright Assistantship,
she taught International English at Bergen Katedralskole and led the Writer’s Workshop for first-year
students at the university. In the high school, her primary goal was to expand student understanding of
narratives about the United States through the lens of citizenship, ability, race, language, and socioeconomic status. At the university she created the curriculum for a
writer’s workshop for first-year students to give them tools to critically analyze narratives they are exposed to about the United States and the greater world, and to
articulate new, more inclusive, and more truthful stories. She also worked with the
English section to implement this curriculum permanently for first and second-year
students. Forward will return to the United States and continue to teach English
Literature in secondary schools before pursuing a career in policy reform.

ELEANOR HANDLER
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
University of Tromsø/Norwegian Institute for Water Research - Yale University
Handler earned her B.S. in Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology in 2018. She is fascinated by the transport
of nutrients and organic material across ecosystem
boundaries and wrote her bachelor’s thesis about
the role of large mammals in connecting savannah
and river ecosystems in Kenya. Handler is now studying for a master’s degree in Arctic and Marine Biology, focusing on Marine Ecology,
in Tromsø. She will investigate the seasonal dynamics of microbial communities in
the Adventelva delta on Svalbard. Extreme Arctic seasonality subjects these communities to large changes in meltwater inflow. Vast differences in nutrient content
and organic material entering the coastal ecosystem have the potential to continuously shape and reshape which organisms can live in the sediments. As climate
change is altering the precipitation and melt patterns of the Arctic, understanding
the impact of freshwater inputs to microbial communities is critical for our understanding of production in the Arctic.

PAIGE HELLBAUM
BIOLOGY
Inland University of Applied Sciences - University of
Wyoming
Hellbaum obtained a bachelor’s degree in Biology
in 2015, and was fortunate enough to work with
the Wyoming Game & Fish Department to help
improve wildlife habitat throughout her home state.
Through the Fulbright stipend, Hellbaum was able
to complete one year of a two-year Master’s thesis
focusing on moose habitat interactions with commercial forestry operations in an
international context. She was able to create a hybrid protocol with input from
both Swedish and Norwegian methods for assessing browsing damage to commercially valuable timber and preferred forage species Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris)
and will compare spatial distribution of browsing damage to known moose movements and locations (GPS collars and pellet density). Hellbaum has a passion for
nutritional ecology, wildlife-plant interactions, and trying to make botany fun for her
fellow wildlife management classmates!

GABRIELLE KLEIN
ENGLISH TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIP
University of Agder - Willamette University
Klein earned her Bachelor of History in 2015 and a
Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages in 2018. In her role as the first English
Teaching Assistant at the University of Agder, Klein
worked to shape and define the role for future
Fulbrighters. In addition to leading academic and
creative writing workshops for students, she also
led multicultural events in collaboration with the International Education Office.
Klein claimed her fifteen minutes of fame when UiA’s video response to General
Motor’s and Will Ferrell’s Superbowl ad went viral. Building on her teaching experiences in the US, Japan and Norway, she is passionate about empowering students
as well as exchanging cultures, and will pursue a career in education. In her future
classroom, she hopes to combine her love of languages, culture and fun.

PAMELA MCGOWEN
ENGLISH TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIP
Norwegian University of Life Sciences/Ås Upper
Secondary School - Princeton University
McGowen earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in
English and her teacher certification in 2020. Through
her Fulbright grant, she worked at the Norwegian
University of Life Sciences learning center. Here,
McGowen drew on her pedagogical background to
help professors make virtual teaching interactive and
integrate more formative assessment. With her grant, she also assisted English and
Social Studies teachers at Ås videregående skole. In this capacity, McGowen gave
insight into various US topics including African American history and transcendentalism, helped develop students’ analytical writing skills, and organized mock trials,
among other projects. This teaching position ultimately allowed McGowen to study
the Norwegian education system and the practices of Norwegian teachers. She
is excited to incorporate a more global focus on issues, opportunities for student
autonomy, and a greater focus on individualized feedback into her teaching practice
back in the United States.
KAREN PHAM
PALEONTOLOGY
University of Oslo - California Institute of Technology
Pham obtained a Bachelor of Science in Geology in
2020. Her current research focuses on the evolution of seed sizes in palm species over geologic time.
When plant species enter new areas, they experience new selection pressures that shape seed size
evolution. Because a plant’s survival is closely tied to
its seed size, Pham is interested in using seed size adaptation as a way to identify
at-risk species. In addition to conducting her research, she will be cleaning the
fossils of bryozoans – small aquatic creatures that are used to study evolutionary
processes over time – at the Natural History Museum as well as digitizing collections to make them more accessible to other scientists. While in Norway, she has
had the chance to ski for the first time, and she will greatly miss brunost when she
leaves!

PETER ROHRER
ENGINEERING
Norwegian University of Science and Technology University of Michigan
Rohrer used his time at NTNU to complete his
Master’s thesis on design optimization of floating
wind turbines. Floating wind turbines are an exciting source of renewable energy, with potential to
provide clean power to locations around the USA
and the world. His thesis extended existing work on
floating wind turbine optimization to new platform architectures. Many of the early
floating wind turbine designs have borrowed heavily from the offshore oil and gas
industry which has accelerated development but left ample room for wind-specific
design improvements. Norway’s long history in the offshore industry means much
of the pioneering work on floating wind turbines has come out of NTNU. Being in
Trondheim has allowed Rohrer to work among experts in the field and incorporate the latest advances into his thesis.

ERYN SALE
BIOLOGY
Norwegian University of Science and Technology UT Southwestern Medical Center
After Sale completed a Bachelor of Science in
Neurobiology and Genetics at Purdue University, she
started a PhD in Biomedical Sciences. Her research
focuses on developing new cell-specific genetic tools
for various regions in the brain. There are 100 billion
neurons in the human brain, each making thousands
of connections. The circuitry is astronomically complex, and each cell expresses the
same genes. This means current genetic technology is not able to target specific
cell types. In Trondheim, Sale is using a regulatory part of the genes that increases
expression, known as enhancers, to allow for specificity in the brain by introducing
them into a virus. Not only will this allow the field to study cell types independently; it could open an entirely new avenue to therapeutics for pathologies such as
Schizophrenia or Alzheimer’s Disease. Additionally, Sale will explore how Norwegian society influences approaches to mental health disorders through the St. Olav
Hospital.
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